
 

We're not sure what you're looking for. We wanted to let you know about the Rhythm Heaven Fever Iso download, but couldn't find anything with that title. You should check the spelling of your search terms or use our alphabetized list of games here: https://www.youtube. com/results?search_query=Rhythm+Heaven+Fever+Iso. Still not finding anything here? You should check out our list of
Rhythm Heaven Fever cheats and codes to help you unlock all the features in a rhythm game!  

--"Key: " -- Keys to press to earn a Rhythm Trophy. --"Steps: " -- The number of steps you need to do before the next step becomes available for your trophy. --"Notes: " -- The notes you must play during your trophy step. --"Floor: " -- The floor where the song is played. The following is a list of unlockable characters in Rhythm Heaven Fever. Beat class members become playable when the player
reaches a certain number of stars in a certain class.

Players can also earn additional characters by meeting the following requirements. In multiplayer, only one player needs to meet the requirement in order for it to be fulfilled for both players.

The following lists how many points are required to unlock each type of Fever Mode from easiest to hardest:

In co-op, both players have separate records separate from their single-player records and must independently meet requirements to unlock Fever modes and Medals. Rhythm Heaven Fever was the first Wii game to contain a content download feature. Rhythm Heaven Fever Iso, first released on October 23, 2013, is the first download of the series on the Nintendo 3DS. It contains all of the games
from Rhythm Heaven Fever on Wii, excluding "Rhythm Paradise" and "Super Pocket Fighter". The Iso is available through the eShop at retail outlets for $29.99 or online for $39.99 or through both channels for $49.99. The Iso contains all content of Rhythm Heaven Fever including the two additional rhythm games, which are MyMusic and MyRacing, as well as additional costumes. Rhythm
Tengoku: The Best Plus (Rhythm Heaven Fever Iso) is a direct port of Rhythm Tengoku: The Best Plus that was released on the Nintendo 3DS on March 27, 2016 in Japan. It contained all twenty-six stages from "Rhythm Heaven Fever" as well as the seven games from "Super Rhythm Heaven" and five new games (one of which is updated versions of four previous games). A digital version of Rhythm
Tengoku: The Best Plus was released through the Nintendo 3DS eShop in the United States on September 1, 2016 for $29.99.
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